their experience. To train effective and efficient
young people, we must foster their deeper needs.
One of these is for a rich imaginative contemplation
of the nature of human experience with the consequent
gaining of insight, understanding and satisfaction.
By their imaginative culture they may grow to become
good lovers, good parents, good workers and creative
people in the community, able to let their sympathy
flow, to become sustained by self-respect, and
possessed of a sense of purpose.
It is the ability to name and impose order on experience-to clarify and to communicate--that we must preach, practice
and teach. Let us do for all our students what that afore- ·
mentioned eleventh grade teacher did for hers; let us show them
how to whirl in fabulous new directions and encounter that
exhilaration that ac·companies self-discovery and creation.

Watching People Move in Their Sieep
People who make strange sounds in their sleep
as though someone is awake in them,
waging war or making love
or saying yes to hands that wave goodbye
or play with the hair of children.
How slowly they breathe!
Perhaps they have slid down the map
from Minnesota to Oklahoma or Louisiana,
regardless of rivers and mountains.
Whose arms do they put around themselves
in their sleep? Who do they tiptoe to avoid waling?
What food could keep them rnoving like this?
Perhaps it is a grave they are moving in.
Perhaps they have grown extra breasts
to suckle themselves.
Oh, what frightening music comes out
of the churches there! Oh, what people dare
to say to their mothers!
They mention flowers, and someone says No.
They rock themselves and chase each other
around each other. What laughter!
How they love to touch themselves
and each other with their hair.
They uncover their heads and become children
playing at giving each other flowers
and messages from important people.
No one ever sleeps alone. No one
ever comes all the way back.

JOHN REZMERSKI
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Good Writing: What Is It?
By JOHN CALVIN REZMERSKI
Gustavus Adolphus College

When a baby is born, we don't ask whether it's a good baby
or a bad o;:-ie--unless i t ' s ~ baby, in which case we count the
toes. Every time somebody writes something, new language is
born. When language gives birth to more language, we should
expect some pain and a little bit of mess. The pain and mess
If' of a student essay is no more reason to call for a heavy dose
of The Basics than the pain and mess of childbirth is reason
to call for compulsory celibacy. It may seem at first glance
that that analogy doesn't hold up. But I think it does. We
have abundant evidence (if we ignore the anecdotes of teachers
who rave about the way ' their students come back and thank them
for making them learn to diagram sentences) that teaching
grammar and formal composition just doesn't work. Study after
study reports that when students taught formal grammar are
compared with students who are taught literature, the result
(in terms of writing ability) is "no difference." One can
only conclude that The Basics is not intended to be a linguistic
panacea, but rather a moral exercise. And in fact, how often
do we hear appeals for The Basics coupled with demands for
Better Discipline? Notice the word "Better." It's akin to
the word "Good," as in "Good Writing." I want to make it clear
that the question of Good Writing is more a question of values
than it is a question of linguistics or a question of educational
logic. So "Good Writing: What Is It?" is essentially a moral
question. To say "Good Writing" is tantamount to saying
"Virtuous Writing." And you can't teach Good Writing by
emphasizing The Basics any more than you can teach virtue by
enumerating sins, posting lists of regulations, and doing
everything else you can to engender guilt.
YOU CAN'T TEACH A KID TO WRITE WELL BY INTIMIDATION.
lest you feel inclined to deceive yourself, The Basics are
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And

always intimidating--no kid will fall for the old "This may
seem unpleasant but it's good for you" ploy, or the "This hurts
me more than it does you" trick.
But how to teach good writing is not my topic. I just want
to let you know the context in which I speak when I say that
"Good Writing: What Is It?" is a question of values. It's a
social question, not a technical question.
So, what is Good Writing? The simplest answer I can
think of is, "Writing that communicates." That seems to indicate
that clarity is important. And indeed it is. Clarity is all.
But, a~ the p~et Wil~iam_Staff~rd has said, watch out for people
who ~hink their clarity is Gods clarity. We need clarity and
charit y for Good Writing. Good writing fs· friendly writing.
As one friend to another, let me point out the enemies.
There are four of them: Habit, Obviousness Complexity
Authority._ They are the enemies of good writing~ Let'; look
at them one at a time.
Habit. (N.B. not bad habits, but all habits). Habits
prev~nt us from seeing and saying things in fresh ways. They
~et in the way not only of our.modes of expression, but also
in the way of our ways of perceiving things. A man who has
never tasted a tangerine may throw it away as a shriveled
orange.
Obviousness. Obviousness is saying what doesn't need to
be said, or what everybody already knows. There's a rule in
information theory that says you can't teach somebody what he
already knows. And it can be shown mathematically that a
totally redundant message communicates nothing.
Complexity. Complexity consists in trying to measure up
to.some hypothetical model that leads you to falsify the way
things really are, when simplicity can falsify them much more
directly. Call this the "X" factor--and let the "X" stand for
"E xcess. II _T h e_wor~d is
. complicated enough:
the goal of meaningful communication is always simplification.

A~thorit y . Trying to follow a set of rules (any rules),
or saying what someone else tells you to say instead of what
you k~ow needs to be said; suppressing the truth out of haa~
~r guilt, or false conscience; taking somebody else's word for
it ~ha~ your own perceptions are not as good as theirs; or
believing that your own perceptions are superior to everyone
else's--all these are manifestations of the authoritarian
outlook.
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excess or complexity. H-O-A-X, which spells "teacher of writing."
f' ~ 't be too upset--I'm one, too. We have met the enemy and
he is us. Think about it. How of.ten have you been on the side
of the enemies of Good Writing, even while trying to teach it?
Back to Good Writing--writing that communicates. With
whom? In private communication or secret writing, that's not
a problem. We can always check for ourselves how well we're
communicating. But how about public communication? How do we
handle the question "Who is the audience?" I always tell my
students the audience for the kind of writing I want them to
do is people we don't know and who don't know us. So if
communicationis going~take place, we must get to know the
audience and give them the means to know us. How do we get
to know them? Read. Listen. Watch. Think. Read. Listen.
Watch. Think. Read. Listen. Watch. Guess.
How do we give them the means to know us? By giving them
clues (in our writing) about our feelings (the emotions that
affect us), our sensations (how we perceive things, the details),
our attitudes (how we approach a subject, what ideas we have
about it), and our beliefs (what seems to us to~elf-evident,
or at least impossible to explain). That's friendly writing.
,~ t' s Good Writing.
There's one more thing: How do you recognize a friend in
the dark? By his voice, naturally. Same thing with writing.
Good writing should shine with the light of the individual
human voice. A sensitivity to the way you talk and the way
people talk with each other generally, can take the place of
all the rules of grammar and usage. A sensitivity to talk.
That's what's really basic.
Good Writing is a social activity, and the values that are
involved are social values. Not abortion, energy policy, etc.,
but the social issues of language. Remember Virtue. Good
Writing always chooses truth before manners.
The four enemies have special ways of operating in social
situations.
Habit generates cliches--not just the usual old worn out
tried and limp expressions like "quiet as a mouse," but also
the educated cliches that most of us allow to pass for scholar~J:Jip. For example, "My choice of measurement approach was made
bj a process of elimination. Observer ratings were excluded
first because of the notorious difficulty in obtaining reliable
ratings and, .most importantJy, because such ratings must
necessarily be based on observable behaviors," as one researcher
says in a report on his study of Good Writing and How to Teach
It.
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Obviousness generates the illusion of ob j ectivity .
Stafford's warnL1g about "God's clarity."

Remember

Complexity generates pedantry. The pedant is not simply
a person who prefers indirect expression to direct, and who
belabors every point, inflating things until they have no
tangible surfaces whatever, but is also the father of the
bureaucrat who says "no comment" in fifty words or less. He is
the con man who seeks to equate grammatical nicety with wit,
and who sincerely believes that vocabulary is the best measure
of intelligence.
Authority generates snobbery . The snob is an advocate of
"proper" English, or "correct" usage, or "standard" dialect,
or "dignified" prose, or "elevated" style. Language snobbery
takes many forms in our society, but they all have one thing
in common: they make moral issues of linguistic questions,
and igpore the real moral issues involved in the use of language,
espeically those that touch on the right of one caste or clique
to impose its way of speaking or writing on all the rest of us.
So the four enemies have new names: Ciiches, Objectivity,
Pedantry, and Snobbery. C-O-P-S--that describes the advocates
of The Basics. And it describes too many of us in our weaker
moments. It's about time we started acting like professionals,
Instead of enforcers, we ought to become reinforcers of whatever
good communication we see, whether or not it adheres to the
rules of the snobs, the bureaucrats, the pedants, and all the
other language-cops. When we act like language-cops, we do
two things: We act to intimidate good writers, and we reduce
our own ability to recognize Good Writing.
Good Writing is never language in uniform. It is never the
product of an assignment diligently carried out. Good Writing
is never the product of authoritarian intimidation, no matter
how subtle. It is, rather, confident writing, Good Writing
is never obvious; it is, rather, meaningful, saying something
unexpected, Good Writing is not complex, but is straightforward
and clear, Most of all, Good Writing is ori ginal writing, It
comes from the writer--whether he be student or professional-because he has something personally worth saying, in his own
voice, for that particular occasion, And no attempt to instill
good habits will ever provide a substitute for that originality.
Habit, of whatever kind, can only work a gainst originality.
Good Writing is renegade writing, writing that takes risks, ·tii l
writing that is responsible to the audience and to the writer's
sense of his own voice, rather than to the self~appointed cops
and their rules,

Years ago, in the Harvard Educational Review, the linguist
Martin Joos published an account of how he submitted a paragraph
to a large group of English teachers, who were agreed that it
was not good writing by any reasonable standard. Their reasons
ranged from accusations of awkwardness and ungrammaticality to
criticism of the paragraph's colloquialism. Only after a
protracted discussion in which the teachers enumerated their
reasons for giving the paragraph no more than a "C," he revealed
to them that it was a select:icn (and a fairly representative one)
from a prize-winning autobiography. Not only that, but an
appeal to standard references on grammar, style, and usage,
would show that there was only~ technical mistake in the
whole passage. And not a single teacher spotted it. Clearly
a writer ought not to cast his lot with that kind of teacher,
Not if he's interested in Good Writing.
Teachers, if they're interested in Good Writing, ought to
cast their lot with writers. The way for teachers to learn to
recognize good writing is to join the battle and fight the
enemies, not just in the classroom or just through instruction,
but also by writing themselves and showing their writing to
their students. Good Writing is a social activity. If Good
Writing is a gift, we must learn how to give it, rather than
to demand it.

Outsiders
Tonight we meet visitors
from another world.
The whole sky speaks of it,
though the government denies it .
Perhaps the government does not know
some alien Columbus
is disappointed that we
are not the galactic Cathay.
Sitting in council,
planning to spread democracy
through the universe,
we have forgotten
that travelers to islands
come only for treasure.
At first.
What kind of scalps
will they teach us to take?
What kind of dances
will we do to send them away
too late?
JOHN REZMERSKI
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